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The score is a change of pace for composer Brian May, who sometimes resorts to the sort of 
whimsy to be found in 1950s westerns, except that this time the drunk takes to the hotel with a 
chain saw.

There are references to martial music familiar to American audiences, and a guitar leads into a 
cast rendition of the old tune "Beautiful beautiful brown eyes", with its line about never loving 
blue eyes again (this song has been covered by many US performers, from The Brothers Four 
through Rosemary Clooney and Connie Francis, and no doubt was chosen for its familiarity to 
US audiences). 

(Below: the singalong begins)

Composer Brian May:

Born 28th July 1934, composer Brian May began life in music studying piano, violin and 
conducting at the Elder Conservatorium in Adelaide. He joined the ABC in 1957, and formed the 
ABC Adelaide  Big Band, and when he was 35, he moved to Melbourne to take charge of the 
ABC's Show Band there, making his radio debut with the band in 1969.

May started to record television underscore, most notably arranging and recording George 
Dreyfus's score for the ABC goldfields drama Rush.

May became interested in composing for feature films, and The True Story of Eskimo Nell was 
his first score. It also marked the beginning of a collaboration with director Richard Franklin, 
perhaps most successful in the 1977 thriller Patrick. In turn, this led to other film scores for 
producer Antony Ginnane, including Snapshot and Harlequin for director Simon Wincer, and 
perhaps most importantly to the score for Mad Max (though cultists will have a soft spot for 
Turkey Shoot in 1982).

The story goes that producer Bryon Kennedy and director George Miller were convinced there 
was no one in Australia who could compose the score for their film, but when they were having 
dinner one evening with Franklin, Miller asked what Bernard Hermann score was playing on 
Franklin's stereo. 



It turned out that it was May's score for Patrick, and so May got the gig. May would also do the 
score for the second Mad Max, but Universal preferred to go with Jerry Goldsmith when they 
gave the chance of making Psycho II to Franklin. May also lost to out Maurice Jarre for the third 
Max Max, and turned to writing the score for the TV mini-soap Return to Eden in 1986. 

May did write a few more horror film scores, but his later titles were not as appealing as his 
early work. 

May had done the score for producer Ginnane's ghost chiller The Survivor, directed by David 
Hemmings, before working with Hemmings again on the Race for the Yankee Zephyr, and he 
would also in the same year do the score for Richard Franklin's Roadgames - Franklin had 
originally been slated to direct Yankee Zephyr.

May's wiki is here, but at the time of writing, it failed to mention his first feature film score - an 
important step in his career. The wiki is also careless with chronology.

There is a sympathetic study of his work here in the form of an obituary, up at time of writing 
March 2014.

(Below: composer Brian May)

(Below: The Age 26th April 1977 and then The Age 2nd May 1977):

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_May_(composer)
http://www.filmscoremonthly.com/daily/article.cfm?articleID=2211




Brian May's score has been released on CD by 1M1:
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The score occupies the first nine tracks:

1. Main Title (5'23")
2. Newsreel Music (3'25")
3. Gibbie On The Lake / The Zephyr Appears (3'34")
4. Gibbieʼs Hearts And Flowers / Helicopter Chase (8'58")
5. Tank Chase (7'06")
6. General Gibbie (1'22")
7. Jet Boat Chase (4'06")
8. The Zephyrʼs End (3'32")
9. End Titles (5'20")


